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It is difficult to me都町etree hei俳句t,trunk volume and so on for many trees in mangrove forest. But it is 
necess訂yfor calculation of stand p紅ameterssuch邸血eaverage of them. We have calculated trunk volume of a 
tree by conventional ways that are to meas町ediameter at each height with intervals of some meter by climbing 
up orcu抗ingdown a tree. If it is not allowed to cut down trees, we me路町ediameter at each height by climb泊g.
But the me路町ementis hard, riskful and not expected wi也accuracy.
We位iedto develop a new method with combination a ?.ole composed of drawtubes and a digi凶 C担nera
operated by remote control. Six laser pointers were parallelized泊 abox fixed bellow the came耽 andth~ unit 
composed the box and camera wぉ fixedat the top of drawtubes, could be panned horizontally. Red po泊臼ona
町並 wi血 1ぉerpointers functionedぉ scales.It was useful against many trees at di任erentdistance, and it 
became possible to know a diameter at any height on a旬kenimagery zoomed in.官邸 methodis a kind of 
remote sensing in也eforest. 
With main two improvements_ introduced in the first prototype for three ye紅s,this method has been almost 
completed. And it became safe and easier to collect da阻 forstand pぽametersof mangrove forest combined to 
the satellite data. 
1. Introduction 
百1einformation on stand p町制netersof m組 groveforest was almost unknown approx泊施.telytwenty ye紅sago, 
because mangrove forest had been classified as the other forest except primal forests. Recently, the加portance
of mangrove forest has been reco伊ized泊theglobal environment and the coastal ecosystem. 
In forestry we紅emainly concerned to know the volume of trunks and we me邸町ediameter at breast height 
のBH）組dtree height to estimate the volume. A食ermeasurement of DBH or仕eeheight, we must make clear 
correlation between them and佐田ikvolume, and obtain regression equations 田non~ 也.em. Althou偵it is difficult 
to meぉurep訂ameterson出eform of悦 esthan the crop, the tables and 何回.tionshave been improved for 
estimation of佐田1kvolume by DBH and仕eeheight for primal forests. Collection and integration of也e
information on也emangrove forests intend to be started, but it is more difficult than the ordinary land forest 
because of deep muddy sedimentation and complex prop rooお，kneeroots and erect roots. 
We have calculatβd trunk volume of a回 eby conventional ways也atwere to me路町ediameter at each height 
wi白 intervalsof some meter by climbing up or cutting down a tree. If it is not allowed to cut down trees, we 
me路町ediameter at each height by climbin~. But the measurement is hard, riskful and not expected wi血
accuracy. As it is necess訂yto meお町ethe distance between a佐田1kand an instrument for measurement of a 
vertical angle to the tip of tree, the measurement of往eeheight of mangrove also is hard because of the site 
condition. Furthermore it is not eぉyto find a point where the tip of仕eecan be penetrated many leaves and 
branches. 
The p田poseof these serial studies wぉ todevelop組 efficientmethod without hardness and riskiness 
h位。ducing血epo泊tof view of remote sensing泊tothe field s町vey泊 mangroveforest.百1edata of銃砲1d
p紅ame缶四紅eneeded for the analysis on the relationships between satellite da旬 ands句ndp紅ametersof 
mangrove forest. Such analysis should be・ useful to g出pupdate and broad circumstances on mangrove forest as 
fundamental information for sustainable m組 agementand control of it. 
2. Methodology and prototypes 
We had read remote sensing works for meanings of actions in the conventional ways mentioned above. They 
were to meお町ediameter of旬mkat a height, and to estimate the distance企omthe highest position can be 
climbed to the tip of trunk by eyeballing with a思1iderod.百1eformer wぉ readfor taking photograph of trunk at 
a height and the latter for measuring the height of camera where the tip of trunk c釦 beseen泊thecenter of view 
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Fig.2 Conventional way (le白above)and circumstances of measurement by the first and second prototype 
finder, with a fine surveyor’S匂pefixed zero to the side of camera.百1evolwne of a trunk can be calculated企om
the sectional measurement of volume that sum up volumes of several合ustumsand a tip cone. 
In these serial studies, a digital c但nerawas adopted.百1emain reason W出血atit was di伍cultto develop films 
and print pictures in the field. Certainly it is possible to calculate using developed and printed pictures later, but 
it becomes di伍cultto keep correspondence between measurement and the panel in films. Using a digi凶 camera,
it is easy to assemble and process imageries in a day. The assur組 ceand mobility with a digital c出nerais higher 
than an ordinary film C出nera.If出eprocess on the measurement of trunk diameter is systematized釦 d
programmed, it becomes possible to calculate trunk volume in the field. 
For calculation of trunk diameter on an imagery or picture by a digital or a film C創nera,it is necess紅yto know 
the focal length of a camera and吐1edistance丘om也ec出nerato an objective trunk. But measurement of the 
distance by walk is hard as mentioned above. As a solution for this problem, we applied several laser pointers. 
Six laser pointers were parallelized and fixed in a box and lぉerbeams were irradiated through six ape坑町esof 
the box. As red points on a仕凶ikby laser irradiation work as several length scales, the diameter at a height of 
C但nerasupported by the pole can be calculated wi由 thesescales regardless of the distance企omthe camera or 
zoom ratio. So it becomes no need to measure也edistance between a佐山ikand the pole against some旬rget仕ees.
0町 prototypewas composed with a pole, camera山首tand control UI註t.The composition and connection of this 
system were shown Fig. I. 
百1efirst prototype wぉ reportedat ACRS’01° and improved it reported at ACRS’022）.百1emain improvements 
in仕oducedin白efirst prototype were two points. First point was a handle reel and two poles combined at由etop 
for pulling drawtubes up2¥ Second point was the devise for self-leveling of the c担neraunit at the top of 
合aw旬bes.百lispoint was reported in this paper. The self-leveling of the camera unit was shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig.3 Operation of hook, string and handle reel for pulling drawtubes up (le白）and
the final improvement of self-leveling of camera unit (right) 
thread to 
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Fig.4 Details of self-leveling of camera unit 
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Fig.5Two 問lationshipsbetween DBH ant tree height (H), trunk volume (V) of measurements and 
calculated values by the final improved system (above), and comparison of tree height 
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Fig.6 Two relationships between DBH ant仕切heightO町，trunkvolumeれ＇） of measurements and 
calculated values by the fmal improved system (above), and comparison of tree height 
and trunk volume by the system (Hn,Vn) and conventional way但c,V c )(below) 
3. Application test 
0.5 
Application tests of these developed and improved systems were done comp紅ativelywith the conventional ways 
at some plo包泊severalstands of the mangrove forest in the river mouth of Fukido-gawa River in Ishigaki Island, 
the most southern p紅tof Japan. 
For conventional ways, a re往actableladder of 6 m length wぉ prep紅edto climb a trunk. Diameter at each height 
wi也intervalsof I or 2 m wぉ measuredby climbing a佐田1kand the distance企om由ehighest position can be 
climbed to the tip of佐田1kw邸 estimatedby eyeballing wi社1guide rod. Time w錨 recordedsep紅atelyぉ thetime 
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for moving and se抗ingup the ladder and measuring time企omstart of climbing til completely getting off the 
ladder. 
For this method, the poles were stood on the stabilizer and fixed with bolts in the shorten pos知reof al 
drawtubes, c担neraunit was fixed to the top of the thinnest drawtube, after that al connectors were connected. 
Each drawtube wぉ pulledup stepwise and made a junction with next drawtube. We could read the scale of the 
fine s町veyor’stape fixed zero to the side of camera as the height of camera. At a height, pan driver was adjusted 
to irradiate symmetrically laser red points to a t訂gettrunk and imagery was taken. If佐田1k:and red points were 
too small in the monitor, the function of zoom up could be used properly. After taking al imageries of target 
佐田ik:s剖 sameheight，加bewas pulled up to next height and same works were repeated. At the last phぉe，廿ee
height was measured with白etape adjusting the height of camera to capture the tip阿武inthe center of monitor. 
T也記wasrecorded separately as the time for setting up this system, taking al imageries needed, measuring the 
height of target仕eesand setting off this system. 
Di組問terof a trunk at a height could be calculated企omproportional relation between width of the trunk and 
distance of red laser points in the imagery.百1evolume of each trunk wぉ calculatedas total volume of al 
divided企ustumsand the tip cone. 
4. Results and discussion 
Time required for measurement per a tree was 4 minutes 3 8 seconds wi也 conventionalway組 d4 minutes 26 
seconds with this method. It wぉ considered出atthe former was almost the limit but the latter could be reduced 
by experience2). In case of application test in this ye民 averagetime of the latter was slightly longer than the 
former. It is considered that the difference of time required for measurement results企omstand conditions such 
as仕eesize, tree density and so on, and proficiency of the measurement crew.百1eimprovement of safe句rand 
acc町acyis more important than the shortening in time required. 
The results of measurements by the first improved system were shown in Fig. 52). And the results by the final 
improved system were shown in Fig. 6. Correlation coefficients of four relationships in Fig. 6 were clearly 
higher than them in Fig. 5. 
In Fig. 5, measurements of仕・eheight had sca壮eredin wide range. And calculated values of trunk volume by 
conventional way were too much comparing with those values by this method. The re出onswere probably 
eyeballing length of tip cone and tying a tape diagonally against佐山1kfor measurement of the perimeter with 
insecure a仕i旬deon a ladder or仕unk,and the works Wお組unaccustomedworks for the crew of students. For 
the relationships between DBH and trunk volume (V) in Fig. 5 and 6, different regression equation were applied 
because of由edifference between the ranges to be collected data. It could be evaluated that the accuracy of 
measurement was improved by this method. 
By these improvements, operational safety and stability were advanced remarkably. And the accuracy of 
me邸ぽementalso was raised because of the advancement in preserving the pole to support the camera upright. 
Al由oughthis method has a demerit that the number and weight of equipments increase, it is realized that cu抗ing
down trees and climbing up trunks訂eavoided. The matters訂e血emost important merits合omthe points of 
view of the safety and minimizing the hardness of field works. It can be suggested that this method explains the 
possibilities to develop small scale remote sensing in the forest. 
5. Device and improvement 
In the field survey the weight of equipment becomes the most severe problem. Especially in mangrove forest the 
transportation of poles is hard, but the weight of about 50 kg must be accepted in consideration for its place, 
S仕切gthand shorten length during仕組sportation.We divided it into two and brought them in the field. 
Although the main improvement was completed in these serial studies, problems of making the system sturdier 
and higher紅eremained. 
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